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Merry Christmas
From
The Warricks
Older pic of Lisa with Sophie (dog) and
Lucy the cat. We miss them everyday.

Lisa and Scott at the Van Gogh Immersive
Exhibit. It was amazing!

All of us together for Dad’s 90th birthday!

Scott published his next book in 2021:
Living The Five Skills of Tolerance:
A User’s Manual For Today’s World.
It is Scott’s small attempt to bring
some peace and tolerance to the world.
It’s a #1 Best Seller in 13 categories on
Amazon.

Lisa with her VERY girly birthday cake.
Lisa has now been at Children’s Hospital for
31 years and has sort of become the resident
“mom.” Great … MORE kids!

Restored photo of Kelly, Scott and Pam.
One last look at Ella and Sophie,
two GREAT dogs.

Michael graduated from Roosevelt University
with his masters degree in Clinical Psychology
and a 3.91 GPA.
Michael is getting great experience as a
behavioral therapist working at I am
Boundless and he loves it.
Michael is now getting ready to move on and
get his Ph.D.

Henry, Albus and Dexter (in the back)
all ready to go to work in the office.
Nicholas celebrates his 23rd birthday
with a Spider-Man cake.
Of course, Nicholas is still taking his OSU
classes virtually as he works towards
becoming a physical therapist. Nicholas is
also working part-time at Giant Eagle and
he loves it.

Theo after getting “fixed” with his football.
NOPE … it did not slow him down at all.
Theo has more energy than all of the pets we
have ever had put together. So, we sent him
off to an intense two week training program.
Michael with his graduation cake.
Graduations are delicious!

Nicholas all cleaned up and off
to a friend’s wedding!

The trainer kept him SEVERAL extra days.
He said, “This dog has crazy energy. He
should be out sniffing for bombs.”

